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Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) introduces a vision of4
a future Internet where users, computing systems, and every-5
day objects possessing sensing and actuating capabilities coop-6
erate with unprecedented convenience and economical benefits.7
As with the current Internet architecture, IP-based communi-8
cation protocols will play a key role in enabling the ubiquitous9
connectivity of devices in the context of IoT applications. Such10
communication technologies are being developed in line with the11
constraints of the sensing platforms likely to be employed by IoT12
applications, forming a communications stack able to provide the13
required power—efficiency, reliability, and Internet connectivity.14
As security will be a fundamental enabling factor of most IoT15
applications, mechanisms must also be designed to protect com-16
munications enabled by such technologies. This survey analyzes17
existing protocols and mechanisms to secure communications in18
the IoT, as well as open research issues. We analyze how existing19
approaches ensure fundamental security requirements and protect20
communications on the IoT, together with the open challenges and21
strategies for future research work in the area. This is, as far as22
our knowledge goes, the first survey with such goals.23

Index Terms—6LoWPAN, CoAP, DTLS, end-to-end security,24
IEEE 802.15.4, Internet of things, RPL, security.25

I. INTRODUCTION26

THE Internet of Things (IoT) is a widely used expression,27

although still a fuzzy one, mostly due to the large amount28

of concepts it encompasses. Connotations currently relating29

to the IoT include concepts such as Wireless Sensor Net-30

works (WSN), Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications31

and Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks (LoWPAN),32

or technologies such as Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID).33

The IoT materializes a vision of a future Internet where any34

object possessing computing and sensorial capabilities is able to35

communicate with other devices using Internet communication36

protocols, in the context of sensing applications. Many of37

such applications are expected to employ a large amount of38

sensing and actuating devices, and in consequence its cost will39

be an important factor. On the other hand, cost restrictions40

dictate constraints in terms of the resources available in sensing41

platforms, such as memory and computational power, while42

the unattended employment of many devices will also require43

the usage of batteries for energy storage. Overall, such factors44

motivate the design and adoption of communications and secu-45
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rity mechanisms optimized for constrained sensing platforms, 46

capable of providing its functionalities efficiently and reliably. 47

As the Internet communications infrastructure evolves to 48

encompass sensing objects, appropriate mechanisms will be 49

required to secure communications with such devices, in the 50

context of future IoT applications, in areas as diverse as health- 51

care (e.g. remote patient monitoring or monitoring of elderly 52

people), smart grid, home automation (e.g. security, heating 53

and lightning control) and smart cities (e.g. distributed pollution 54

monitoring, smart lightning systems), among many others. Af- 55

ter numerous research contributions in the recent past targeting 56

low-energy wireless sensing applications and communication 57

isolated from the outside world, a shift towards its integration 58

with the Internet is taking place. This trend is also reflected 59

in the efforts conducted by standardization bodies such as 60

the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 61

and the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), towards the 62

design of communication and security technologies for the IoT. 63

Such technologies currently form a much necessary wireless 64

communications protocol stack for the IoT that, together with 65

the various communication technologies, is analyzed in detail in 66

[1] and discussed later in the article. This stack is enabled by the 67

technologies the industry believes to meet the important criteria 68

of reliability, power-efficiency and Internet connectivity, and 69

which may support Internet communications between con- 70

strained sensing devices or end-to-end communications with 71

Internet devices outside of a local sensor network, thus laying 72

the ground for the creation and deployment of new services 73

and distributed applications encompassing both Internet and 74

constrained sensing devices. 75

Throughout this survey we focus on security for communi- 76

cations on the IoT, analyzing both the solutions available in 77

the context of the various IoT communication technologies, as 78

well as those proposed in the literature. We also identify and 79

discuss the open challenges and possible strategies for future 80

research work in the area. As our focus is on standardized 81

communication protocols for the IoT, our discussion is guided 82

by the protocol stack enabled by the various IoT communica- 83

tion protocols available or currently being designed, and we 84

also discuss cross-layer mechanisms and approaches whenever 85

applicable. In our discussion we include works available both 86

in published research proposals and in the form of currently 87

active (at the time of writing of the article) Internet-Draft (I- 88

D) documents submitted for discussion in relevant working 89

groups. The security requirements targeted by the analyzed 90

security protocols are identified in Table II, side-by-side with 91

the provided functionalities. 92
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This article analyzes the literature from 2003 to the present93

and is, as far as our knowledge goes, the first survey focusing94

on security for communications in the IoT. Other surveys do95

exist that, rather than analyzing the technologies currently96

being designed to enable Internet communications with sensing97

and actuating devices, focus on the identification of security98

requirements and on the discussion of approaches to the design99

of new security mechanisms [2], [3], or on the other end discuss100

the legal aspects surrounding the impact of the IoT on the101

security and privacy of its users [4].102

Our discussion proceeds as follows. In Section II we identify103

the IoT communication protocols that are the focus of our dis-104

cussion, together with the security requirements to consider for105

its employment. In Section III we discuss IoT communications106

and security at the physical and MAC layers, and in the fol-107

lowing Sections the paper focuses on the technologies enabling108

end-to-end Internet communications involving sensing devices:109

6LoWPAN at the network layer in Section IV, RPL routing in110

Section V and CoAP in Section VI. In Section VII we discuss111

research proposals on security mechanisms addressing open112

issues, as well as research challenges and opportunities for113

future work. Finally, in Section VIII we conclude the survey.114

II. COMMUNICATIONS AND SECURITY ON THE IOT115

We proceed by identifying the protocols designed to support116

Internet communications with sensing devices in the IoT, which117

are the main focus of our analysis throughout the survey. In our118

following discussion we also discuss the security requirements119

that must be targeted by mechanisms designed to secure com-120

munications using such protocols.121

A. A Protocol Stack for the IoT122

Considering that the constraints of sensing platforms and the123

scale factors of the IoT typically make most of the commu-124

nications and security solutions employed in the Internet ill125

suited for the IoT, working groups formed at standardization126

bodies as the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers127

(IEEE) and the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) are128

designing new communications and security protocols that will129

play a fundamental role in enabling future IoT applications.130

Such technological solutions are being designed in line with the131

constraints and characteristics of low-energy sensing devices132

and low—rate wireless communications. Although such char-133

acteristics have also influenced previous designs of applications134

employing Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) isolated from the135

Internet and numerous research proposals on security mecha-136

nisms [5], the new standardized solutions are being designed to137

guarantee interoperability with existing Internet standards and138

guarantee that sensing devices are able to communicate with139

other Internet entities in the context of future IoT distributed140

applications.141

The communication protocols available or being designed at142

the IEEE and IETF currently enable a standardized protocol143

stack discussed in [1] and illustrated in Fig. 1. The mechanisms144

forming this stack must thus enable Internet communications145

involving constrained sensing devices, while copying with the146

Fig. 1. Communication protocols in the IoT.

requirements of low-energy communications environments and 147

the goals and the lifetime of IoT applications. From a bottom- 148

up approach, the following are the main characteristics of the 149

various protocols in this stack: 150

1) Low-energy communications at the physical (PHY) and 151

Medium Access Control (MAC) layers are supported by 152

IEEE 802.15.4 [6], [7]. IEEE 802.15.4 therefore sets the 153

rules for communications at the lower layers of the stack 154

and lays the ground for IoT communication protocols at 155

higher layers. 156

2) Low-energy communication environments using IEEE 157

802.15.4 spare at most 102 bytes for the transmission of 158

data at higher layers of the stack, a value much less than 159

the maximum transmission unit (MTU) of 1280 bytes 160

required for IPv6. The 6LoWPAN [8]–[10] adaptation 161

layer addresses this aspect by enabling the transmission 162

of IPv6 packets over IEEE 802.15.4. 6loWPAN also 163

implements mechanisms for packet fragmentation and 164

reassembly, among other functionalities. 165

3) Routing over 6LoWPAN environments is supported by 166

the Routing Protocol for Low-power and Lossy Net- 167

works (RPL) [11]. Rather than being a routing pro- 168

tocol, RPL provides a framework that is adaptable to 169

the requirements of particular IoT application domains. 170

Application—specific profiles are already defined to 171

identify the corresponding routing requirements and op- 172

timization goals. 173

4) The Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [12] sup- 174

ports communications at the application layer. This Pro- 175

tocol is currently being designed at the IETF to provide 176

interoperability in conformance with the representational 177

state transfer architecture of the web. 178

In this survey we identify and analyze the security protocols 179

and mechanisms available to secure communications using 180

the IoT technologies forming the stack illustrated in Fig. 1, 181

together with the research proposals addressing open issues 182

and opportunities for future work in the area. Given that the 183

analyzed security solutions are designed in the context of the 184

various IoT communications protocols, we also address its 185

internal operation. 186
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B. Security Requirements187

The security mechanisms designed to protect communica-188

tions with the previously discussed protocols must provide189

appropriate assurances in terms of confidentiality, integrity,190

authentication and non-repudiation of the information flows.191

Security of IoT communications may be addressed in the con-192

text of the communication protocol itself, or on the other end193

by external mechanisms, as we analyze throughout the article.194

Other security requirements must also be considered for the195

IoT and in particular regarding communications with sensing196

devices. For example, WSN environments may be exposed to197

Internet-originated attacks such as Denial of Service (DoS),198

and in this context availability and resilience are important199

requirements. Mechanisms will also be required to implement200

protection against threats to the normal functioning of IoT201

communication protocols, an example of which may be frag-202

mentation attacks at the 6LoWPAN adaptation layer. Other203

relevant security requirements are privacy, anonymity, liability204

and trust, which will be fundamental for the social acceptance205

of most of the future IoT applications employing Internet-206

integrated sensing devices. In the analysis throughout the article207

we identify how the various security requirements are verified208

by each security protocol and mechanism analyzed.209

III. SECURITY FOR IOT PHY AND210

MAC LAYER COMMUNICATIONS211

The IEEE produces standards to facilitate a common plat-212

form of rules for new technological developments. This is also213

the goal of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [6], designed to support214

a healthy trade-off between energy-efficiency, range and data215

rate of communications. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the commu-216

nications protocol stack for the IoT employs IEEE 802.15.4217

with the goal of supporting low—energy communications at the218

physical (PHY) and Medium Access Control (MAC) layers.219

IEEE 802.15.4 supports communications at 250 Kbit/s in a220

short-range of roundly 10 meters. The original IEEE 802.15.4221

standard from 2006 was recently updated in 2011, mainly to222

include a discussion on the market applicability and practical223

deployments of the standard. Other amendments were intro-224

duced for the standard, namely IEEE 802.15.4a [13] specifying225

additional PHY layers, IEEE 802.15.4c [14] to support recently226

opened frequency bands in China and IEEE 802.15.4d [15] with227

a similar goal for Japan. Of particular interest for our discussion228

is IEEE 802.15.4e [7], an addendum defining modifications to229

the MAC layer with the goal of supporting time—synchronized230

multi-hop communications. Next we discuss how communica-231

tions using IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.15.4e operate, and232

also the security services provided by the standard.233

A. PHY Communications With IEEE 802.15.4234

Due to its suitability to low-energy wireless communication235

environments, IEEE 802.15.4 lays the ground for the design236

of standardized technologies such as 6LoWPAN or CoAP at237

higher layers. IEEE 802.15.4 was also adopted in the recent238

past as the foundation of industrial WSN standards such as239

ZigBee-2006 [16], ZigBee PRO (2007) [17], ISA 100.11a [18]240

and WirelessHART [19]. Although such technologies provide 241

proven industry solutions, they were not designed to support 242

Internet communications with sensing devices. ZigBee defines 243

application profiles targeting market areas such as home au- 244

tomation and smart energy, while WirelessHART and ISA 245

(Wireless Systems for Automation) 100.11a target the industrial 246

automation and control market. The IEEE 802.15.4e addendum 247

to the standard was introduced in 2012 to enable support for 248

the critical industrial applications supported by such industry 249

standards, consequently opening the door for Internet commu- 250

nication protocols in the context of industrial applications in the 251

future. 252

The IEEE 802.15.4 PHY manages the physical Radio Fre- 253

quency (RF) transceiver of the sensing device, and also channel 254

selection and energy and signal management. The standard 255

supports 16 channels in the 2.4 GHz Industrial, Scientific and 256

Medical (ISM) radio band. Reliability is introduced at the PHY 257

by employing the Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSS), 258

Direct Sequence Ultra-Wideband (UWB) and Chirp Spread 259

Spectrum (CSS) modulation techniques. DSSS was introduced 260

in the original 2006 version of the standard, while UWB and 261

CSS were added later in 2007 in the IEEE 802.15.4a addendum. 262

The main goal of these modulation techniques is to achieve 263

reliability by transforming the information being transmitted, 264

so that it occupies more bandwidth at a lower spectral power 265

density in order to achieve less interference along the frequency 266

bands, together with an improved Signal to Noise (SNR) ratio 267

at the receiver. PHY data frames occupy at most 128 bytes, 268

and such packets are small in order to minimize the probability 269

of errors taking place in low-energy wireless communication 270

environments. In IEEE 802.15.4 security is available only at 271

the MAC layer, as discussed next. 272

B. MAC Layer Communications With IEEE 802.15.4 273

The MAC layer manages, besides the data service, other 274

operations, namely accesses to the physical channel, network 275

beaconing, validation of frames, guaranteed time slots, node 276

association and security. The standard distinguishes sensing de- 277

vices by its capabilities and roles in the network. A full-function 278

device (FFD) is able to coordinate a network of devices, while 279

a Reduced-function device (RFD) is only able to communicate 280

with other devices (of RFD or FFD types). By using RFD and 281

FFD devices, IEEE 802.15.4 can support network topologies 282

such as peer-to-peer, star and cluster networks. IEEE 802.15.4 283

devices may be identified using either a 16-bit short identifier 284

or a 64-bit IEEE EUI-64 [20] identifier. Short identifiers are 285

usually employed in restricted environments, while the 64-bit 286

identifier is the IEEE EUI-64 identifier of the device. The 287

6LoWPAN adaptation layer analyzed later in the survey pro- 288

vides mechanisms to map standard Internet IPv6 addresses to 289

16-bit and 64-bit identifiers. 290

Regarding the formatting of data to be transmitted, the IEEE 291

802.15.4 standard defines four types of frames: data frames, 292

acknowledgment frames, beacon frames and MAC command 293

frames. Collisions during data communications are managed in 294

the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance 295

(CSMA/CA) access method or, in alternative, the coordinator 296
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may establish a super frame in the context of which applications297

with predefined bandwidth requirements may reserve and use298

one or more exclusive time slots. In this situation, beacon299

frames act as the limits of the super frame and provide synchro-300

nization to other devices, as well as configuration information.301

C. Time-Synchronized Channel-Hopping MAC302

Layer Communications303

Single-channel communications as enabled by the current304

version of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard may be unpredictable305

in terms of reliability, particularly in multi-hop usage scenar-306

ios, thus not being well suited to applications with restricted307

time constraints. As previously discussed, this is the case of308

applications in industrial environments currently supported by309

closed specifications such as WirelessHART and ISA 100.11a.310

With the goal of approaching this limitation, the recent IEEE311

802.15.4e [7] addendum to the standard supports multi-hop312

communications using a technique originally proposed in the313

form of the Time Synchronized Mesh Protocol (TMSP) [21].314

The TMSP protocol employs time synchronized frequency315

channel hopping to combat multipath fading and external in-316

terference, and is also the foundation of WirelessHART [19].317

The mechanisms defined in IEEE 802.15.4e will be part318

of the next revision of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, and as319

such opens the door for the usage of Internet communication320

technologies in the context of time—critical (e.g. industrial)321

applications. In IEEE 802.15.4e devices synchronize to a slot322

frame structure, a group of slots repeating over time. For323

each active slot, a schedule indicates with which neighbor a324

given device communicates with, and on which channel offset.325

Although IEEE 802.15.4e enables the definition of how the326

MAC layer executes a given schedule, it does not define how327

such a schedule is built.328

IEEE 802.15.4e channel hopping also requires synchroniza-329

tion between devices, which may be acknowledgment-based or330

frame-based. In the former, the receiver calculates the differ-331

ence between the expected time of arrival of the frame and its332

actual arrival, and provides this information to the sender in333

the corresponding acknowledgment, thus enabling the sender to334

synchronize its clock to the clock of the receiver. In the latter,335

the receiver adjusts its own clock by the same difference, thus336

synchronizing to the clock of the sender. IEEE 802.15.4e also337

introduces a few modifications to the security services provided338

at the MAC layer, as we discuss later.339

D. Security in IEEE 802.15.4340

The IEEE 802.15.4-2011 standard provides security services341

at the MAC layer that, despite being designed to secure commu-342

nications at the link layer, are valuable in supporting security343

mechanisms designed at higher layers of the protocol stack344

illustrated in Fig. 1. This is motivated by the support of efficient345

symmetric cryptography at the hardware in IEEE 802.15.4346

sensing platforms. For example, current sensing platforms em-347

ploying the cc2420 single-chip [22] RF transceiver from Texas348

Instruments, as the TelosB [23] mote from Crossbow, support349

IEEE 802.15.4 security and symmetric cryptography at the350

hardware using the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [24].351

TABLE I
SECURITY MODES IN THE IEEE 802.15.4 STANDARD

Security Modes: The IEEE 802.15.4 standard support vari- 352

ous security modes at the MAC layer, which are described in 353

Table I. The available security modes are distinguished by the 354

security guarantees provided and by the size of the integrity 355

data employed. Fig. 2 illustrates the application of security to 356

an IEEE 802.15.4 link-layer data frame. A protected frame 357

is identified by the Security Enabled Bit field of the Frame 358

Control field being set at the beginning of the header. The 359

Auxiliary Security Header is employed only when security is 360

used, and identifies how security is applied to the frame. In the 361

Auxiliary Security Header, the Security Control field identifies 362

the Security Level mode from the modes identified in Table I, 363

and how the cryptographic key required to process security 364

for the link-layer frame is to be determined by the sender and 365

receiver. The standard employs 128-bit keys that may be known 366

implicitly by the two communication parties, or on the other end 367

determined from information transported in the Key Source and 368

Key Index subfields of the Key Identifier field. The Key Source 369

subfield specifies the group key originator, and the Key Index 370

subfield identifies a key from a specific source. 371

The various security modes require the transportation of 372

security-related information in different configurations, as in 373

Fig. 3. In our following discussion we identify how fundamen- 374

tal security requirements are assured by security at the MAC. 375

Confidentiality: Security as currently defined by IEEE 376

802.15.4 is optional, given that an application may opt for 377

no security or for security at others layers of the protocol 378

stack. For applications requiring only confidentiality of link- 379

layer communications, the transmitted data may be encrypted 380

using AES in the Counter (CTR) mode, using the AES-CTR 381

security mode. As with all the security modes available at the 382

IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer, 128-bit keys are used to support this 383

requirement. 384

Data Authenticity and Integrity: Applications requiring au- 385

thenticity and integrity of link-layer communications may use 386

one of the security modes employing AES in the Cypher 387

Block Chaining (CBC) mode, which produces a Message In- 388

tegrity Code (MIC) or Message Authentication Code (MAC) 389

appended to the transmitted data. The security modes sup- 390

porting this are AES-CBC-MAC-32, AES-CBC-MAC-64 and 391
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Fig. 2. Security data and control fields in IEEE 802.15.4.

Fig. 3. Payload data formats with IEEE 802.15.4 security.

AES-CBC-MAC-128, which differ on the size of the integrity392

code produced. This code is created with information from393

the 802.15.4 MAC header plus the payload data, and in such394

security modes the payload is transmitted unencrypted.395

Confidentiality, Data Authenticity and Integrity: The CTR396

and CBC modes may be jointly employed using the combined397

Counter with CBC-MAC AES/CCM encryption mode, which398

in IEEE 802.15.4 is used to support confidentiality as well as399

data authenticity and integrity for link-layer communications.400

This mode is supported in sensing platforms such as the TelosB401

in the CCM∗ variant, which also offers provides for integrity-402

only and encryption-only security. This usage mode of AES403

provides confidentiality, message integrity and authenticity for404

data communications. The security modes are AES-CCM-32,405

AES-CCM-64 and AES-CCM-128, which again differ on the406

size of the MIC code following each message. AES-CCM407

modes require the transportation of all the security-related fields408

after the encrypted payload, as is illustrated in Fig. 3.409

Semantic Security and Protection Against Message Replay410

Attacks: The Frame Counter and Key Control fields of the411

IEEE 802.15.4 Auxiliary Security Header may be set by the412

sender and provide support for semantic security and message413

replay protection in all the IEEE 802.15.4 security modes. The414

Frame Counter sets the unique message ID and the key counter415

(Key Control field) is under the control of the application, which416

may increment it if the maximum value for the Frame Counter417

is reached. The sender breaks the original packet into 16-byte418

blocks, with each block identified by its own block counter.419

In order to support semantic security and replay protection, 420

each block is encrypted using a different nonce or Initialization 421

Vector (IV). 422

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the Frame Counter and Key Counter 423

fields, together with a static 1-byte Flags field, the sender’s 424

address and a 2-byte Block Counter field, constitute the IV. 425

The Block Counter is not transmitted with the message, rather 426

inferred by the receiver for each block. The IV is also employed 427

for encryption using the security modes based on AES/CCM 428

previously described. 429

Access Control Mechanisms: The IEEE 802.15.4 standard 430

also provides access control functionalities, enabling a sens- 431

ing device to use the source and destination addresses of the 432

frame to search for information on the security mode and 433

security-related information required to process security for 434

the message. The 802.15.4 radio chips of the device stores an 435

access control lists (ACL) with a maximum of 255 entries, 436

each containing the information required for the processing 437

of security for communications with a particular destination 438

device. A default ACL entry may also be employed, defining 439

how security is applied for packets not belonging to a more 440

specific ACL entry. Fig. 5 illustrates the format of an ACL entry 441

as defined in IEEE 802.15.4. 442

The ACL entry stores an IEEE 802.15.4 address, a Secu- 443

rity Suite identifier field and the security material required to 444

process security for communications with the device identified 445

in the Address field. This security material consists of the 446

cryptographic Key and, for suites supporting encryption, the 447

Nonce (IV) that must be preserved across different packet 448

encryption invocations. When replay protection is active, the 449

ACL also stores a high water mark of the most recently received 450

packet’s identifier in the Replay Counter field. 451

Security With Time-Synchronized Communications: As pre- 452

viously discussed, the IEEE 802.15.4e [7] addendum introduces 453

time-synchronized channel-hopping communications, and also 454

adapts security accordingly. IEEE 802.15.4e adapts replay pro- 455

tection and semantic security to time-synchronized network 456

communications, as supported by the addendum. The adden- 457

dum defines the possibility of using null or 5-byte Frame 458

Counter values, which in the latter case shall be set to the global 459

Absolute Slot Number (ASN) of the network. The ASN stores 460
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Fig. 4. Format of the Initialization Vector for AES-CRT and AES-CCM security in IEEE 802.15.4.

Fig. 5. Format of an ACL entry in IEEE 802.15.4.

Fig. 6. Payload space availability with IEEE 802.15.4.

the total number of timeslots that have elapsed since the start of461

the network and is beaconed by devices already in the network,462

allowing new devices to synchronize.463

The usage of the ASN as a global frame counter value464

enables time-dependent security, replay protection and seman-465

tic security. To enable the usage of a 5-byte Frame Counter466

value, IEEE 802.15.4e introduces modifications to the Security467

Control field illustrated in Fig. 2 which, in addition to the468

Security Level and the Key Identifier Mode fields, now employs469

two bits from the reserved space: bit 5 to enable suppression470

of the Frame Counter field and bit 6 to distinguish between a471

Frame Counter field occupying 4 or 5 bytes. In consequence,472

the Auxiliary Security Header illustrated in Fig. 2 may now473

transport a null, a 4-byte or a 5-byte Frame Counter field.474

The CCM∗ IV for AES encryption may now contain a 5-byte475

Frame Counter, instead of a 4-byte Frame Counter followed476

by a 1-byte Key Control as illustrated in Fig. 4. Other than477

the previously described modifications, the remaining security478

services provided by the IEEE 802.15.4 base specification479

still apply to applications employing IEEE 802.15.4e. Later in480

Section VII we address the limitations of the security mech-481

anisms previously described in providing effective protection482

of communications in the IoT, and we also identify how such483

limitations can be addressed either with new research proposals484

or in future versions on the standard.485

IV. SECURITY FOR IOT NETWORK-LAYER486

COMMUNICATIONS487

One fundamental characteristic of the Internet architecture is488

that it enables packets to traverse interconnected networks using489

heterogeneous link-layer technologies, and the mechanisms and490

adaptations required to transport IP packets over particular491

link-layer technologies are defined in appropriate specifica-492

tions. With a similar goal, the IETF IPv6 over Low-power493

Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN) working group494

was formed in 2007 to produce a specification enabling the495

transportation of IPv6 packets over low-energy IEEE 802.15.4 496

and similar wireless communication environments. 497

6LoWPAN is currently a key technology to support Internet 498

communications in the IoT, and one that has changed a previous 499

perception of IPv6 as being impractical for constrained low- 500

energy wireless communication environments. The 6LoWPAN 501

adaptation layer materializes a good example of how cross- 502

layer mechanisms and optimizations may enable standardized 503

communication protocols for the IoT, and enables IPv6 end- 504

to-end communications between constrained IoT sensing de- 505

vices and other similar or more powerful Internet entities, thus 506

providing the required support for the building of future IPv6- 507

based distributed sensing applications on the IoT. The 6LoW- 508

PAN adaptation layer maps the services required by the IP layer 509

on the services provided by the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer. The 510

characteristics of IEEE 802.15.4 previously discussed strongly 511

determine the usage of very-optimized adaptation mechanisms 512

at the adaptation layer, as we proceed to discuss. 513

A. 6LoWPAN Frame Format and Header Compression 514

As illustrated in Fig. 1 and previously discussed, IEEE 515

802.15.4 supports PHY and MAC layer communications, 516

which enable the transportation of data from communication 517

protocols at higher layers of the stack. In the absence of link- 518

layer security, the data payload for protocols at higher layers of 519

the stack is limited to 102 bytes, as illustrated in Fig. 6. 520

The 6LoWPAN adaptation layer optimizes the usage of 521

this limited payload space through packet header compression, 522

while also defining mechanisms for the support of operations 523

required in IPv6, in particular neighbor discovery and address 524

auto-configuration. The adaptation layer is defined in various 525

RFC (Request for Comments) documents, as we proceed to dis- 526

cuss. RFC 4919 [8] discusses the general goals and assumptions 527

of the work performed in the IETF 6LoWPAN working group. 528

RFC 4944 [9] defines the mechanisms for the transmission 529

of IPv6 packets over IEEE 802.15.4 networks, with header 530
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compression being defined in RFC 6282 [10]. Header compres-531

sion is performed with information from the link and adaptation532

layers, which is used to jointly compress network and transport533

protocol headers. RFC 6282 [10] specifies how User Datagram534

Protocol (UDP) headers may be compressed in the context of535

the 6LoWPAN adaptation layer. Other relevant documents are536

RFC 6568 [25] discussing design and application spaces for537

6LoWPAN, RFC 6606 [26] discussing the main requirements538

for 6LoWPAN routing, and RFC 6775 [27] defining optimiza-539

tions for Neighbor Discovery.540

All 6LoWPAN encapsulated datagrams transported over541

IEEE 802.15.4 MAC frames are prefixed by a stack of 6LoW-542

PAN headers. A type field occupying the first two bits of543

the header identifies each 6LoWPAN header, and the standard544

currently defines the following four header types:545

• No 6LoWPAN: indicates that a given packet is not for546

6LoWPAN processing, thus enabling the coexistence with547

devices not supporting 6LoWPAN.548

• Dispatch: supports IPv6 header compression and link-549

layer multicast and broadcast communications.550

• Mesh addressing: supports forwarding of IEEE 802.15.4551

frames at the link-layer, as required for the formation of552

multi-hop networks.553

• Fragmentation: supports fragmentation and reassembly554

mechanisms required to transmit IPv6 datagrams over555

IEEE 802.15.4 networks.556

The presence of each 6LoWPAN header is optional, and557

headers must appear in a particular order, starting from the mesh558

addressing, and next the broadcast, fragmentation and dispatch559

headers. The dispatch header identifies the compression method560

applied to a given packet:561

• LOWPAN_HC1 was the original compression scheme562

defined in RFC 4944 [9], supporting compression of link-563

local IPv6 addresses only. This scheme doesn’t support564

compression of global IPv6 addresses, thus being subopti-565

mal for IoT applications.566

• LOWPAN_HC1g and LOWPAN_HC2 [28] provided an567

initial approach to compress global IPv6 addresses and568

UDP headers, respectively. LOWPAN_HC1g assumes that569

a given network of IoT devices is assigned a compressible570

64-bit global IPv6 prefix.571

• LOWPAN_IPHC is defined in RFC 6282 [10] and replaces572

the previous methods with compression based on shared573

states. This scheme may compress link-local addresses574

and also global and multicast IPv6 addresses. RFC 6282575

also defines the LOWPAN_NHC scheme to compress IPv6576

next headers and how UDP header compression may be577

accomplished. For compatibility with the previous im-578

plementations, networking stacks supporting 6LoWPAN579

must also process packet decompression using the previ-580

ous LOWPAN_HC1 scheme.581

We may observe the importance of 6LoWPAN as a conver-582

gence technology supporting an increasingly growing ecosys-583

tem of PHY/MAC communications technologies optimized584

for particular communication environments and applications.585

Proposals have been submitted for the support in 6LoWPAN586

of communications using Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) [29],587

Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications Ultra Low En- 588

ergy (DECT-ULE) [30], ITU-T G. 9959 [31] and Near Field 589

Communications (NFC) [32]. Very constrained devices such 590

as RFID may currently employ different communication and 591

security approaches [33], but can also evolve to support Internet 592

communications in the future. 593

B. Security in 6LoWPAN 594

No security mechanisms are currently defined in the context 595

of the 6LoWPAN adaptation layer, but the relevant documents 596

include discussions on the security vulnerabilities, require- 597

ments and approaches to consider for the usage of network- 598

layer security, as we proceed to discuss. Later in Section VII we 599

analyze research proposals on approaches to 6LoWPAN secu- 600

rity, as well as the open research challenges and opportunities. 601

Identification of Security Vulnerabilities: The discussion re- 602

garding security on RFC 4944 [9] is related to the possibility of 603

forging or accidentally duplicating EUI-64 interface addresses, 604

which may consequently compromise the global uniqueness of 605

6LoWPAN interface identifiers. This document also discusses 606

that Neighbor Discovery and mesh routing mechanisms on 607

IEEE 802.15.4 environments may be susceptible to security 608

threats, and that AES security at the link-layer may provide 609

a basis for the development of mechanisms protecting against 610

such threats, particularly for very constrained devices. Other 611

interesting discussion is on the possibility of employing more 612

powerful 6LoWPAN devices in order to support heavy security- 613

related operations, also because such devices may support ex- 614

isting Internet security protocols, as such representing strategic 615

places for the enforcement of security control mechanisms. 616

The discussion concerning security on RFC 6282 [10] fo- 617

cuses on the security issues posed by the usage of a mechanism 618

inherited from RFC 4944, which enables the compression of a 619

particular range of 16 UDP port numbers down to 4 bits. This 620

document discusses that the overload of ports in this range, 621

if employed with applications not honoring the reserved set 622

for port compression, may increase the risk of an application 623

getting the wrong type of payload or of an application mis- 624

interpreting the content of a message. As a result, RFC 6282 625

recommends that the usage of such ports be associated with a 626

security mechanism employing MIC codes. 627

Identification of Security Requirements and Strategies: The 628

informational RFC 4919 [8] discusses the addressing of se- 629

curity at various complementary protocol layers of the stack 630

illustrated in Fig. 1, considering that the most appropriate ap- 631

proach may depend on the application requirements and on the 632

constraints of particular sensing devices. This document also 633

identifies the possibility of employing security at the network- 634

layer using IPSec, together with the interest in investigating its 635

applicability in the transport and tunnel usage modes. 636

The discussion on security in RFC 6568 [25] focuses on 637

the possible approaches to adopt security in the light of the 638

characteristics and constraints of wireless sensing devices. This 639

document discusses threats due to the physical exposure of such 640

devices, which may pose serious demands for its resiliency 641

and survivability. It also discusses how IEEE 802.15.4 com- 642

munications may facilitate attacks against the confidentiality, 643
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integrity, authenticity and availability of 6LoWPAN devices644

and communications.645

Rather than providing a specific approach to routing in646

6LoWPAN environments, RFC 6606 [26] provides guidelines647

that are useful in designing specific routing approaches. As648

with the previous standard documents, RFC 6606 identifies649

the importance of addressing security and the usefulness of650

AES/CCM available at the hardware of IEEE 802.15.4 sensing651

platforms. This document also discusses the importance of652

designing security mechanisms that are able to adapt to changes653

in the network topology and devices, rather than employing654

a static security configuration, given that many 6LoWPAN655

applications may employ networks that are dynamic in such656

respects. This document also discusses the importance of time657

synchronization, self-organization and security localization in658

providing security for data and multi-hop routing control pack-659

ets. Other important security requirements identified are the660

support of authenticated broadcasts and multicasts, and the661

verification of bidirectional links.662

RFC 6775 [27] focuses on optimizations to enable Neighbor663

Discovery (ND) operations in 6LoWPAN environments, and664

also on the application of the threat model for ND opera-665

tions defined in RFC 4861 [34] to 6LoWPAN environments.666

Other possibilities discussed in this document consists in the667

adaptation of the SEcure Neighbor Discovery (SEND) [35]668

and cryptographically generated addresses [36] mechanisms to669

6LoWPAN environments.670

V. SECURITY FOR ROUTING IN THE IOT671

The Routing Over Low-power and Lossy Networks (ROLL)672

working group of the IETF was formed with the goal of design-673

ing routing solutions for IoT applications. The current approach674

to routing in 6LoWPAN environments is materialized in the675

Routing Protocol for Low power and Lossy Networks (RPL)676

[11] Protocol. Rather than providing a generic approach to677

routing, RPL provides in reality a framework that is adaptable678

to the requirements of particular classes of applications. In679

the following discussion we analyze the internal operation of680

RPL, and later the security mechanisms designed to protect681

communications in the context of routing operations.682

A. Routing With RPL683

The adoption of appropriate routing strategies in 6LoWPAN684

environments is a very challenging task, mostly due to the685

inherent specificities of each application and of the constraints686

of the sensing devices employed. In consequence, RPL assumes687

that routing must adapt to the requirements of particular appli-688

cation areas and, for each application area, an appropriate RFC689

documents an objective function that maps the optimization690

requirements of the target scenario. Requirements for applica-691

tion areas are currently defined in RFC 5548 [37] for urban692

low-power applications, in RFC 5673 [38] for industrial appli-693

cations, in RFC 5826 [39] for home automation applications694

and in RFC 5867 [40] for building automation applications.695

RPL also employs metrics that are appropriate to 6LoWPAN696

environments, such as those defined in RFC 6551 [41].697

Considering that in the most typical setting various LoWPAN 698

nodes are connected through multi-hop paths to a small set of 699

root devices responsible for data collection and coordination, 700

RPL builds a Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph 701

(DODAG) identified by a DODAGID for each root device, by 702

accounting for link costs, node attributes, note status infor- 703

mation, and its respective objective function. The topology is 704

set up based on a rank metric, which encodes the distance of 705

each node with respect to its reference root, as specified by the 706

objective function. According to the gradient-based approach, 707

the rank should monotonically decrease along the DODAG and 708

towards the destination node. 709

The simplest RPL routing topology is constituted by a single 710

DODAG containing just one root, although more complex 711

scenarios are possible. Multiple instances of RPL may run 712

concurrently on the network, each with different optimization 713

objectives, as traduced by the correspondent objective function. 714

RPL is designed to support three fundamental traffic topologies: 715

Multipoint-to-Point (MP2P), Point-to-Multipoint (P2MP) and 716

Point-to-Point (P2P). MP2P traffic is routed towards nodes sup- 717

porting the DODAG root role and possibly gateway functions 718

with the Internet or other external IP networks. P2MP can be 719

used for networks requiring the usage of actuating devices, in 720

addition to sensors. P2P employs a packet flowing from the 721

source towards the common ancestor of the two communicating 722

devices and then downward to the destination device. These 723

three topologies require RPL to discover both upward routes to 724

support MP2P and P2P traffic, and downward routes to support 725

P2P and P2MP traffic. Tree-based topologies also map well 726

with time-synchronized schedule-based MAC communications 727

using IEEE 802.15.4e. 728

The RPL protocol supports various types of control mes- 729

sages, particularly DIO (DODAG Information Object), DIS 730

(DODAG Information Solicitation), DAO (Destination Ad- 731

vertisement Object), DAO-ACK (DAO acknowledgment) and 732

CC (Consistency Check) messages. A node transmits DIO 733

messages containing information required for other nodes to 734

compute their own rank, to join an existing DODAG and to 735

select a set of parents and the preferred parent in that DODAG 736

among all possible neighbors. DIO messages may be requested 737

by sending a message of type DIS (DODAG Information 738

Solicitation). DIO and DIS messages are employed for the 739

establishment of routes upward in the RPL routing tree, while 740

downward paths are established by having DAO messages to 741

back-propagate routing information from leaf nodes to the 742

roots. A DAO message is triggered by the reception of a DIO 743

message, and its recipient may send a DAO-ACK message to a 744

DAO parent or to the DODAG root. CC messages are used for 745

synchronization of counter values among communicating nodes 746

and provide a basis for the protection against packet replay 747

attacks. All RPL control messages are encapsulated in ICMPv6 748

packets [42] and are identified by an ICMPv6 type of 155. 749

The current RPL specification recognizes the importance of 750

supporting mechanisms to secure routing messages exchanged 751

between sensing devices and, in consequence, RPL defines 752

secure versions of the various routing control messages pre- 753

viously discussed, as well as three security modes, as we 754

discuss next. 755
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Fig. 7. Secure RPL control message.

Fig. 8. Security section of a secure RPL control message.

B. Security in RPL756

The RPL specification [11] defines secure versions of the757

various routing control messages, as well as three basic security758

modes. In Fig. 7 we illustrate the format of a secure RPL759

control message, transporting a Security field after the 4-byte760

ICMPv6 message header. The high order bit of the RPL Code761

field identifies whether or not security is applied to a given RPL762

message, which may thus be a secure DIS, DIO, DAO or DAO-763

ACK message. The format of the Security field is illustrated764

in Fig. 8.765

The information in the Security field indicates the level of766

security and the cryptographic algorithms employed to process767

security for the message. What this field doesn’t include is768

the security—related data required to process security for the769

message, for example a Message Integrity Code (MIC) code770

or a signature. Instead, the security transformation itself states771

how the cryptographic fields should be employed in the context772

of the protected message.773

Support of Integrity and Data Authenticity: The current RPL774

specification [11] defines the employment of AES/CCM with775

128-bit keys for MAC generation supporting integrity, and of776

RSA with SHA-256 for digital signatures supporting integrity777

and data authenticity. The LVL (Security Level) field indicates778

the provided packet security and allows for varying levels of779

data authentication and, optionally, of data confidentiality. RFC780

6550 also defines various values to identify the presence of781

confidentiality, integrity and data authenticity with MAC-32782

and MAC-64 authentication codes, as well as of 2048 and 3072-783

bit signatures using RSA.784

Support of Semantic Security and Protection Against Replay785

Attacks: A Consistency Check (CC) control message enables786

a sensing node to issue a challenge-response with the goal of787

validating another node’s current counter value, for example 788

in situations when a received message has an initialized (zero 789

value) counter value and the receiver has an incoming counter 790

currently maintained for the message originator. In this case 791

the receiver initiates counter resynchronization by sending a 792

CC message to the message source. Semantic security and 793

protection against packet replay attacks is provided with the 794

help of the Counter field, which may be used to transport a 795

timestamp, as indicated by the T in Fig. 8. The next byte in 796

the Security section of the RPL control message identifies the 797

security suite employed to provide security, while the Flags 798

field is currently reserved. 799

Support of Confidentiality: The secure variant of the various 800

RPL control messages may also support confidentiality and 801

delay protection. Regarding the employment of cryptographic 802

algorithms in RPL, AES/CCM is adopted as the basis to support 803

security in the current specification [11], while we note that 804

other algorithms may be adopted in the future and appropriately 805

identified in the Security section of a secure RPL control 806

message. RPL control messages may be protected using both 807

an integrated encryption and authentication suite, such as with 808

AES/CCM, as well as schemes employing separate algorithms 809

for encryption and authentication. 810

The entire RPL message is within the scope of RPL security. 811

MAC codes and signatures are calculated over the entire unse- 812

cured IPv6 packet, with the mutable fields of the packet zeroed. 813

When a RPL ICMPv6 message is encrypted, encryption starts at 814

the first byte after the Security section and continues to the last 815

byte of the packet. The IPv6 header, the ICMPv6 header and 816

the RPL message, up to the start of the Security field, are not 817

encrypted, since those fields are required to correctly decrypt 818

the packet. 819

Support for Key Management: The KIM (Key Identifier 820

Mode) field of the Security section illustrated in Fig. 8 indicates 821

whether the cryptographic key required to process security for 822

this message may be determined implicitly or explicitly. RFC 823

6550 [11] currently defines different values for this field to thus 824

supports different key management approaches, namely group 825

keys, keys per pair of sensing devices, and digital signatures. 826

This field supports various levels of granularity of packet pro- 827

tection, and is divided in a key source and key index subfields. 828

The key source subfield indicates the logical identifier of the 829

originator of a group key, while the key index subfield, when 830

present, allows unique identification of keys with the same 831

originator. 832

Security Modes in RPL: As previously discussed, RPL de- 833

fines how security is applied to routing control messages, 834

and the current specification also defines the following three 835

security modes: 836

• Unsecured: in this mode no security is applied to routing 837

control messages, and this is the default usage mode of 838

RPL. 839

• Preinstalled: this security mode may be employed by a 840

device using a preconfigured symmetric key in order to 841

join an existent RPL instance, either as a host or a router. 842

This key is employed to support confidentiality, integrity 843

and data authentication for routing control messages. 844
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• Authenticated: this security mode is appropriate for de-845

vices operating as routers. A device may initially join the846

network using a preconfigured key and the preinstalled se-847

curity mode, and next obtain a different cryptographic key848

from a key authority with which it may start functioning as849

a router. The key authority is responsible for authenticating850

and authorizing the device for this purpose.851

The RPL specification [11] currently defines that the authen-852

ticated security mode must not be supported by symmetric853

cryptography, although it doesn’t specify how asymmetric cryp-854

tography may be employed to support node authentication and855

key retrieval by the device intending to operate as a router. A856

more clear definition of such mechanisms is thus required, and857

future versions of the RPL standard may more clearly define858

how to support them.859

While not introducing additional security mechanisms, other860

documents relevant to RPL also include analysis on security861

aspects. This is the case of the informational RFC documents862

discussing routing requirements for the various application863

areas [37]–[40]. Such documents discuss the importance of864

protecting routing control messages with appropriate confiden-865

tiality, authentication and integrity. RFC 6551 [41] specifies866

a set of link and node routing metrics appropriate to the867

characteristics and constraints of 6LoWPAN environments, and868

discusses the necessity of handling such metrics in a secure and869

trustful manner, including protection against nodes being able870

to falsify or lie in the advertisement of metrics, as a way to871

protect against attacks on routing operations.872

VI. SECURITY FOR IOT APPLICATION-LAYER873

COMMUNICATIONS874

As previously discussed, application-layer communications875

are supported by the CoAP [12] protocol, currently being876

designed by the Constrained RESTful Environments (CoRE)877

working group of the IETF. We next discuss the operation of the878

protocol as well as the mechanisms available to apply security879

to CoAP communications.880

A. Application-Layer Communications With CoAP881

The CoAP [12] protocol implements a set of techniques882

to compress application-layer protocol metadata without com-883

promising application inter-operability, in conformance with884

the representational state transfer (REST) architecture of the885

web. CoAP is currently defined only for UDP communications886

over 6LoWPAN, although the adoption of transport-layer ap-887

proaches with characteristics more close to protocols such as888

the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [43] is still open to889

debate, with ongoing research addressing the adaptation of TCP890

for 6LoWPAN environments [44].891

Application-layer communications may enable IoT sensing892

applications to interoperate with existing Internet applications893

without requiring specialized application oriented code or894

translation mechanisms. CoAP restricts the HTTP dialect to895

a subset that is well suited to the constraints of 6LoWPAN896

sensing devices, and may enable abstracted communications897

Fig. 9. Format of a CoAP message header.

between users, applications and such devices, in the context of 898

IoT applications. The CoAP protocol provides a request and re- 899

sponse communications model between application endpoints 900

and enables the usage of key concepts of the web, namely the 901

usage of URI addresses to identify the resources available on 902

constrained sensing devices. The protocol may support end- 903

to-end communications at the application-layer between con- 904

strained IoT sensing devices and other Internet entities, using 905

only CoAP or in alternative by translating HTTP to CoAP at a 906

reverse or forward gateway. 907

Messages in the CoAP protocol are exchange asyn- 908

chronously between two endpoints, and used to transport 909

CoAP requests and responses. Since such messages are trans- 910

ported over unreliable UDP communications, CoAP provides 911

a lightweight reliability mechanism. Using this mechanism 912

CoAP messages may be marked as Confirmable, for which the 913

sender activates a simple stop-and-wait retransmission mecha- 914

nism with exponential backoff. The receiver must acknowledge 915

a Confirmable message with a corresponding Acknowledge 916

message or, if it lacks context to process the message properly, 917

reject it with a Reset message. Acknowledge or Reset messages 918

are related to a Confirmable message by means of a Message 919

ID, along with the address of the corresponding endpoint. 920

CoAP messages may also be transmitted less reliably if marked 921

as Non-Confirmable, in which case the recipient does not 922

acknowledge the message. Similarly to HTTP, CoAP defines 923

a set of method and response codes available to applications. 924

Other than a basic set of information, most of the information 925

in CoAP is transported using options. Options defined for the 926

CoAP Protocol may be critical, elective, safe or unsafe. A 927

critical option is one that an endpoint must understand, while an 928

elective option may be ignored by an endpoint not recognizing 929

it. Safe and unsafe options determine how an option may be 930

processed by an intermediary entity. An unsafe option needs to 931

be understood by the proxy in order to be forwarded, while a 932

safe option may be forwarded even if the proxy is unable to 933

process it. 934

The CoAP header and message format is illustrated in Fig. 9. 935

The message starts with a 4-byte fixed header, formed by the 936

Version field (2 bits), the T (message type) field (2 bits), the 937

TKL (Token Length) field (4 bits), the Code field (8 bits) and 938

the Message ID (16 bits). The token in practice enables a 939

CoAP entity to perform matching of CoAP requests and replies, 940

while the message ID supports duplicate detection and optional 941

reliability. 942

The options adopted in CoAP are defined in the Type-length- 943

value (TLV) format, by specifying its option number followed 944

by its length and value. CoAP currently defines the Uri-Host, 945
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Fig. 10. Payload space with DTLS on 6LoWPAN environments.

Uri-Port, Uri-Path and Uri-Query options enabling the iden-946

tification of the target resource of a request, Content-Format947

to specify the representation format of the message payload,948

and Max-Age to indicate the maximum time a CoAP response949

may be cached before being considered not fresh, among others950

[12]. Regarding security, rather than designing mechanisms to951

support (object) security directly in the context of application-952

layer communications, CoAP adopts DTLS at the transport-953

layer to transparently apply security to all CoAP messages in954

a given communications session. The protocol also defines four955

security modes, as we analyze next.956

B. Security in CoAP957

The CoAP Protocol [12] defines bindings to DTLS (Data-958

gram Transport-Layer Security) [45] to secure CoAP messages,959

along with a few mandatory minimal configurations appropriate960

for constrained environments.961

Support for Confidentiality, Authentication, Integrity, Non-962

Repudiation and Protection Against Replay Attacks: The adop-963

tion of DTLS implies that security is supported at the964

transport-layer, rather than being designed in the context of the965

application-layer protocol. DTLS provides guarantees in terms966

of confidentiality, integrity, authentication and non-repudiation967

for application-layer communications using CoAP. DTLS is in968

practice TLS [46] with added features to deal with the unre-969

liable nature of UDP communications. Fig. 10 illustrates the970

availability of payload space for applications in IEEE 802.15.4971

and 6LoPWAN communication environments in the presence972

of CoAP and DTLS.973

Once the initial DTLS handshake is completed, DTLS adds974

a limited per-datagram overhead of 13 bytes, not counting any975

initialization vectors, integrity check values or the padding that976

may be required by the cipher suite employed. As consid-977

ered in Fig. 10, shared-context 6LoWPAN header compres-978

sion requires 10 bytes for an UDP/IPv6 header, while the979

CoAP fixed header requires 4 bytes. The impact of DTLS980

on constrained wireless sensing devices is due to the cost of981

supporting the initial handshake plus the processing of security982

for each exchanged CoAP messages. The impact of DTLS983

on constrained wireless sensing devices is due to the cost of984

supporting the initial handshake plus the processing of security985

for each exchanged CoAP messages. Similarly to other ap-986

proaches to security in 6LoWPAN environments, AES/CCM is987

adopted as the cryptographic algorithm to support fundamental988

security requirements in the current CoAP [12] specification.989

Security against replay attacks may also be achieved in the990

context of DTLS, using a different nonce value for each secured991

CoAP packet.992

Security Modes in CoAP: In addition to the adoption of DTLS, 993

CoAP currently defines four security modes that applications 994

may employ. Those security modes essentially differ on how 995

authentication and key negotiation is performed, as follows: 996

• NoSec: this mode in practice provides no security, and 997

CoAP messages are transmitted without security applied. 998

• PreSharedKey: this security mode may be employed by 999

sensing devices that are pre-programmed with the sym- 1000

metric cryptographic keys required to support secure com- 1001

munications with other devices or groups of devices. This 1002

mode may be appropriate to applications employing de- 1003

vices that are unable to support public-key cryptography, 1004

or for which it is convenient to employ security pre- 1005

configuration. Applications may use one key per destina- 1006

tion device or in alternative a single key for a group of 1007

destination devices. 1008

• RawPublicKey: this security mode is appropriate for de- 1009

vices requiring authentication based on public keys, but 1010

which are unable to participate in public-key infrastruc- 1011

tures. A given device must be preprogrammed with an 1012

asymmetric key pair that may be validated using an out- 1013

of-band mechanism [47] and possibly programmed as part 1014

of the manufacturing process, while without a certificate. 1015

The device has an identity calculated from its public key 1016

and a list of identities and public keys of the nodes it 1017

can communicate with. This security mode is defined as 1018

mandatory to implement in CoAP. 1019

• Certificates: this security mode also supports authentica- 1020

tion based on public-keys, but for applications that are 1021

able to participate in a certification chain for certificate 1022

validation purposes. This security mode thus assumes the 1023

availability and usage of a security infrastructure. The de- 1024

vice has an asymmetric key pair with an X.509 certificate 1025

that binds it to its Authority Name and is signed by some 1026

common trusted root. The device also has a list of root trust 1027

anchors that can be used for certificate validation. 1028

An important aspect of CoAP security using DTLS is that El- 1029

liptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) [48] is adopted to support the 1030

RawPublicKey and Certificates security modes. ECC supports 1031

device authentication using the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature 1032

Algorithm (ECDSA), and also key agreement using the ECC 1033

Diffie-Hellman counterpart, the Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman 1034

Algorithm with Ephemeral keys (ECDHE). The NoSec security 1035

mode corresponds to a device sending packets without security, 1036

using the “coap” scheme in URI addresses identifying resources 1037

available on CoAP servers. On the other end, accesses to 1038

resources with DTLS use the “coaps” scheme, and in this case 1039

a security association at the transport-layer using DTLS must 1040

exist between the CoAP client and the CoAP server. 1041
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The current CoAP specification defines a mandatory-to-1042

implement cipher suite for each security mode, based on the us-1043

age of AES/CCM and ECC cryptographic operations, as follows:1044

• Applications supporting the PreSharedKey security mode1045

are required to support at least the TLS_PSK_WITH_AES_1046

128_CCM_8 [49] suite, which supports authentication1047

using pre-shared symmetric keys and 8-byte nonce values,1048

and encrypts and produces 8-byte integrity codes.1049

• Applications supporting the RawPublicKey CoAP secu-1050

rity mode are required to support the TLS_ECDHE_1051

ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CCM_8 [46], [50] security1052

suite using ECDSA-capable public keys. This security1053

mode also employs SHA-256 to compute hashes.1054

• Applications supporting the Certificates security mode1055

are also required to support the TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_1056

WITH_AES_128_CCM_8 cipher suite. Regarding the us-1057

age of public-keys transported in X.509 certificates, the1058

SubjectPublicKeyInfo field in a X.509 certificate defines1059

how the corresponding public key must be employed for1060

ECC computations. The certificate must also contain a sig-1061

nature created using ECDSA and SHA-256. Applications1062

using devices with a shared key plus a certificate must also1063

support TLS_ECDHE_PSK_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA.1064

In addition to the cipher suites previously discussed, we may1065

expect that further security suites may be adopted in future1066

versions of CoAP, as this would enable a better adaptation of1067

the various security modes to different applications and types1068

of sensing platforms. CoAP also doesn’t currently define or1069

adopt any solution to address key management, other than the1070

assumption that initial keys are available resulting from the1071

DTLS authentication handshake.1072

VII. OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES1073

The protection of communications on the IoT using the previ-1074

ously analyzed technologies raises challenges and opportunities1075

for further research work. In our following analysis we address1076

existing proposals as well as opportunities in this very active1077

area of research.1078

A. Security for PHY and MAC Layer Communications1079

Limitations of Security With IEEE 802.15.4: Despite the1080

maturity of the IEEE 802.15.4 [6] standard, various limitations1081

may be identified in respect to how it implements the security1082

services supported by the MAC layer:1083

• As for the remaining communication protocols analyzed1084

throughout this survey, the IEEE 802.15.4 does not specify1085

any keying model. As discussed in the standard [6], this1086

is mostly motivated by the fact that the most appropriate1087

keying model is considered to be dependent on the threat1088

model applicable to a particular application, and on the1089

resources available on sensing devices to support key1090

management operations.1091

• The management of IV values on IEEE 802.15.4 ACL1092

entries may be problematic if the same key is used in1093

two or more ACL entries. In this situation, it is possible1094

that the sender will accidentally reuse the nonce value.1095

This situation is potentially dangerous with stream ciphers 1096

encrypting in the CRT mode as AES/CCM, as it may 1097

enable an adversary to recover plaintexts from cipher texts. 1098

The reuse of nonce values is also possible due to the loss 1099

of ACL state after a power interruption, or when a node 1100

wakes up from a low-power mode. 1101

• Tables storing ACL entries in IEEE 802.15.4 may not pro- 1102

vide adequate support for all keying models, in particular 1103

group keying and network-shared keying. Group keying 1104

is in fact difficult to implement, since each ACL entry 1105

must be associated with a single destination address. Thus, 1106

the support of group keying requires various ACL entries 1107

using the same key, again promoting nonce reuse and 1108

the breaking of confidentiality, as previously discussed. 1109

On the other end, network shared keying is incompatible 1110

with replay protection. This mode may be supported only 1111

through the usage of the default ACL entry, and as such 1112

transmitter nodes would have to somehow coordinate their 1113

usage of replay counter space. 1114

• As currently defined, IEEE 802.15.4 is unable to protect 1115

acknowledgment messages in respect to integrity or con- 1116

fidentiality. An adversary may therefore forge acknowl- 1117

edgments, for which it only needs to learn the sequence 1118

number of the packet to be confirmed that is sent in the 1119

clear, in order to perform DoS attacks. 1120

The previously identified limitations in practice offer opportu- 1121

nities for improvements in future versions of the standard, and 1122

may also be circumvented by adopting security at other layers 1123

of the protocol stack illustrated in Fig. 1, as we proceed to 1124

discuss. 1125

Research Challenges and Proposals for Security With IEEE 1126

802.15.4: Key management mechanisms may be designed to 1127

support end-to-end security mechanisms at higher layers, thus 1128

circumventing the limitations of ACL management at the link- 1129

layer in respect to the support of group and network-shared 1130

keying. Key management approaches can also be designed to 1131

benefit from ACL storage space available in IEEE 802.15.4 1132

sensing devices, even without supporting link-layer security. In 1133

the same context, AES/CCM available at the hardware in such 1134

platforms already provides the efficient cryptographic basis 1135

that security mechanisms at upper layers may benefit from. 1136

Standalone AES/CCM hardware encryption in fact provides an 1137

efficient cryptographic basis for research proposals addressing 1138

security at the network and higher layers. 1139

Research opportunities also lie in the context of security in 1140

time-bounded link-layer communication environments employ- 1141

ing IEEE 802.15.4e. As previously discussed, the applications 1142

are responsible for the definition of the communication sched- 1143

ules in such networks, and security mechanisms may be designed 1144

to benefit from the fact that the MAC layer operates using 1145

time-synchronized and channel-hopping communications. A 1146

possible approach is to design a communication schedule with 1147

slots reserved a priori for security, which can support normal 1148

security-management operations such as key management and 1149

the identification of misbehaving nodes for intrusion detection. 1150

New security solutions can also be proposed and discussed in 1151

the context of the recently formed IPv6 over the TSCH mode 1152

of IEEE 802.15.4e (6tisch) working group of the IETF. 1153
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B. Research Challenges and Proposals for Security at1154

the Network-Layer1155

As previously analyzed, the current 6LoWPAN specification1156

only discusses general security threats and requirements, de-1157

spite RFC 4944 [9] clearly identifying the interest of adopting1158

appropriate security mechanisms in the context of the 6LoW-1159

PAN adaptation layer. The research proposals discussed next1160

offer solutions to the protection of IoT network-layer commu-1161

nications using 6LoWPAN.1162

Proposals for Confidentiality, Integrity, Authentication and1163

Non-Repudiation: The Internet Protocol Security (IPSec)1164

[51]–[53] architecture enables the authentication and encryp-1165

tion, at the network-layer, of the IP packets exchanged in the1166

context of a given communication session, and provides support1167

for Virtual Private Networks (VPN) in various usage modes.1168

End-to-end network-layer security may also find useful usage1169

scenarios in future IoT applications, in the context of which1170

constrained sensing devices will be required to communicate1171

with backend devices or with other Internet entities. Despite the1172

advantages of end-to-end network-layer security, no specific se-1173

curity mechanisms have been adopted so far for the 6LoWPAN1174

adaptation layer.1175

The challenges in the adoption of network-layer security1176

approaches such as IPSec and IKE in 6LoWPAN environments1177

are related to the resource constraints of typical wireless sens-1178

ing platforms, and have been analyzed in previous research con-1179

tributions [54], [55]. On the other end, the design of appropriate1180

security mechanisms to work in tandem with the mechanisms at1181

the 6LoWPAN adaptation layer would enable secure end-to-end1182

communications at the network-layer and provide assurances1183

in terms of confidentiality, integrity, authentication and non-1184

repudiation.1185

A few research proposals currently exist with this purpose,1186

focusing on the design of compressed security headers for the1187

6LoWPAN adaptation layer, with the same purpose as the ex-1188

isting Authentication Header (AH) and Encapsulating Security1189

Payload (ESP) headers of the Internet Protocol Security (IPSec)1190

[51]–[53]. This approach was initially proposed in [56], where1191

the authors discuss that the employment of compressed security1192

headers at the adaptation layer is a viable option, as long as1193

carefully designed and sensing platforms are able to support ef-1194

ficient hardware security optimizations. The same authors later1195

proposed and experimentally evaluated the usage of AH and1196

ESP compressed security headers for 6LoWPAN in tunnel and1197

transport modes [57], [58], considering predefined application1198

security profiles and AES/CCM encryption at the hardware.1199

A more recent research work [59] also considers the design1200

of compressed security headers for 6LoWPAN, in this case us-1201

ing shared-context LOWPAN_IPHC header compression. The1202

experimental evaluation of this proposal and its comparison1203

against IEEE 802.15.4 link-layer security is described in [60].1204

One advantage of this more recent proposal lies in the em-1205

ployment of the more recent IPHC compression scheme, as1206

this provides support for global and multicast IPv6 addresses.1207

Regarding the previous proposals, we must also consider that1208

the support of 6LoWPAN network-layer security will also re-1209

quire appropriate support from external Internet entities, either1210

by introducing support for compressed security headers and 1211

related security mechanisms in existing IPSec stacks, or in 1212

the other hand by designing mechanisms to support end-to- 1213

end network security with the help of a security gateway. Both 1214

aspects represent opportunities for research, for example in the 1215

design of mechanisms to support translation between IPSec and 1216

6LoWPAN security, or of key management mechanisms medi- 1217

ated by the same gateway supporting such mapping operations. 1218

Proposals for Security Against Packet Fragmentation At- 1219

tacks: Regarding other security proposals for 6LoWPAN, au- 1220

thors in [61] discuss the consequences of packet fragmentation 1221

attacks against the 6LoWPAN fragmentation and reassembly 1222

mechanisms. As such mechanisms render buffering, forwarding 1223

and processing of fragmented packets challenging on resource- 1224

constrained devices, a malicious or misconfigured node sending 1225

forged, duplicate or overlapping fragments may threat the nor- 1226

mal functioning or the availability of such devices. This is due 1227

to the lack of authentication at the 6LoWPAN adaptation layer, 1228

since recipients are unable to distinguish undesired fragments 1229

from legitimate ones when performing packet reassembly. The 1230

effects of fragmentation attacks include receiving buffer over- 1231

flow and misusage of the available computational capability, 1232

among others. The paper proposes the addition of new fields to 1233

the 6LoWPAN fragmentation header to deal with such threats, 1234

namely of a timestamp providing protection against unidirec- 1235

tional fragment replays and of a nonce providing protection 1236

against bidirectional fragment replays. 1237

Also in the context of fragmentation attacks, a more recent 1238

contribution [62] proposes the usage of mechanisms supporting 1239

per-fragment sender authentication and purging of messages 1240

from the receiver’s buffer, for transmitter devices considered 1241

suspicious. The former employs hash chains enabling a legit- 1242

imate sender to add an authentication token to each fragment 1243

during the 6LoWPAN fragmentation procedure, while in the 1244

later the receiver decides on which fragments to discard in 1245

case a buffer overload occurs, based on the observed sending 1246

behavior. This decision is based on per-packet scores, which 1247

capture the extent to which a packet is completed along with 1248

the continuity in the sending behavior. While this proposal does 1249

not require any modification to the 6LoWPAN packet formats, 1250

we may observe that the proposed security mechanisms would 1251

have to be adopted for the adaptation-layer. 1252

Proposals for Key Management: An important security 1253

functionality discussed in the 6LoWPAN specification is key 1254

management, which may in reality be considered a cross- 1255

layer security aspect and interrelated with authentication, since 1256

keys must be negotiated and periodically refreshed in order 1257

to guarantee effective and long-term security, independently 1258

of the layer at which communications take place. While not 1259

proposing any specific key management solution, RFC 6568 1260

[25] identifies the possibility of adopting simplified versions 1261

of current Internet key management solutions. For example, 1262

minimal IKEv2 [63] adapts Internet key management to con- 1263

strained sensing environments, while maintaining compatibility 1264

with the existing Internet standard. Other approach consists 1265

in compressing of the IKE headers and payload information 1266

using 6LoWPAN IPHC compression, as proposed in [64]. 1267

New lightweight key management mechanisms appropriate to 1268
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the IoT may also be designed. In [65] the authors discuss1269

that public-key management approaches still require nodes1270

more powerful than current reference sensing platforms, par-1271

ticularly if supporting services. The authors also discuss that1272

mathematical-based key management solutions may also be1273

adapted to support IoT applications [65].1274

C. Research Challenges and Proposals for Routing Security1275

The IETF RPL defines secure versions of routing control1276

messages, together with a few basic security operations, but1277

currently lacks mechanisms to support important operations.1278

We proceed by discussing current research works focusing on1279

security for RPL.1280

Limitations of RPL Security: We observe that, other than the1281

secure versions of the routing control messages and the security1282

modes previously discussed, no further security mechanisms1283

are designed in the current version of the RPL Protocol standard1284

[11]. The remaining documents produced in the IETF ROLL1285

group discuss only general security requirements and goals,1286

without defining particular security mechanisms. Considering1287

that RPL already provides mechanisms to secure routing com-1288

munications against external attacks, research efforts may be1289

focused on the definition of threat models for RPL appropri-1290

ate to particular application areas, and also on mechanisms1291

to protect RPL communications and operations from internal1292

attackers.1293

Identification of Threat Models: The current RPL specifica-1294

tion [11] only addresses the handling of keys with applications1295

employing device pre-configuration, discussing how such de-1296

vices should be able to join a network using a preconfigured1297

default shared group key or a key learned from a received DIS1298

configuration message, while not defining how authentication1299

and secure joining mechanisms may be designed to support1300

other more dynamic or security-critical application contexts.1301

Similarly to routing profiles defined for particular application1302

areas, research and standardization may also target the defini-1303

tion of security policies stating how security must be applied to1304

protect routing operations in a particular application context.1305

Such policies may identify the requirements of applications1306

in terms of confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and replay1307

protection for control messages, among others.1308

A discussion on the open issues in respect to security in RPL1309

is expressed in [66], which performs an analysis on the main1310

threats against ROLL routing mechanisms, together with rec-1311

ommendations on how to address security. This document iden-1312

tifies such threats by employing the ISO 7498-2 security refer-1313

ence model [67], which includes Authentication, Access Con-1314

trol, Data Confidentiality, Data Integrity and Non-Repudiation,1315

and to which Availability is added. This model enables the1316

identification of the assets to protect, of its security needs, and1317

of the points of access through which security may be compro-1318

mised. The model enables the categorization and discussion of1319

the threats and of the specific attacks regarding confidentiality,1320

integrity and availability of routing message exchanges in the1321

context of ROLL routing protocols. This document also pro-1322

poses a security framework for ROLL routing protocols, which1323

is built upon previous work on security for routing and adapting1324

the assessments to the constraints of 6LoWPAN environments. 1325

In the context of this framework, security measures are iden- 1326

tified that can be activated in the context of the RPL routing 1327

protocol, together with system security aspects that may impact 1328

routing but that also require considerations beyond the routing 1329

protocol, as well as potential approaches in addressing them. 1330

The assessments in this document may provide the basis of the 1331

security recommendations for incorporation into ROLL routing 1332

protocols as RPL. We also observe that the implications of the 1333

various security requirements, defined as appropriate for each 1334

application, to the routing protocol itself, is also a topic for 1335

future research and standardization work. 1336

Proposals for Solutions Against Internal Attacks: Other im- 1337

portant aspect of RPL security, as currently proposed, is that the 1338

services defined in the current specification [11] offer security 1339

against external attacks only. An internal attacker is in pos- 1340

session of a node and in consequence of the required security 1341

keys, and as such may selectively inject routing messages with 1342

malicious purposes. Authors in [68] discuss the issue of internal 1343

attacks on RPL, particularly on the rank concept as employed 1344

by the protocol. The rank serves the purposes of route opti- 1345

mization, loop prevention and management of routing control 1346

overhead. The paper discusses various possible attacks against 1347

the rank property, together with its impact on the performance 1348

of the network. Authors also discuss that this limitation in RPL 1349

is due to the fact that a child node receives parent information 1350

through control messages, but is unable to check the services 1351

provided by the parent, so it will follow a bad quality route if it 1352

has a malicious parent. While not proposing specific measures 1353

or mechanisms for this purpose, the paper discusses that mech- 1354

anisms could be adopted in RPL to allow a node to monitor the 1355

behavior of its parents and defend against such threats. 1356

Internal attacks against RPL are also discussed in [69], 1357

particularly that an internal attacker is able to compromise a 1358

node in order to impersonate a gateway (the DODAG root) or a 1359

node that is in the vicinity of the gateway. The authors propose a 1360

version number and rank authentication security scheme based 1361

on one-way hash chains, which binds version numbers with 1362

authentication data (MAC codes) and signatures. This scheme 1363

offers protection against internal attackers that are able to send 1364

DIO messages with higher version number values or that are 1365

able to publish a high rank value. The former attack enables 1366

an attacker to impersonate the DODAG root and initiate the 1367

reconstruction of the routing topology, while in the later a large 1368

part of the network may be forced to connect to the DODAG 1369

root via the attacker, thus providing the ability to eavesdrop 1370

and manipulate part of the network traffic. The security data 1371

enable intermediate nodes to validate DIO messages containing 1372

new version numbers and rank values. While an evaluation is 1373

performed against the impact of these mechanisms on compu- 1374

tational time, the paper doesn’t discuss its impact on aspects 1375

such as energy or memory of constrained sensing devices. 1376

In another contribution focusing on internal attacks against 1377

RPL [70], the authors discuss the effects of sinkhole attacks on 1378

the network, particularly regarding its end-to-end data delivery 1379

performance in the presence of an attack. A sinkhole consists 1380

of a compromised node that purposely captures and drops mes- 1381

sages. The authors propose the combination of a parent fail-over 1382
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mechanism with a rank authentication scheme and, based on1383

simulation results, argue that the combination of the two ap-1384

proaches produces good results, and also that by increasing the1385

network density the penetration of sinkholes may be combated1386

without needing to identify the sinkholes. The rank-verification1387

technique is also based on one-way hash chains as in [69], while1388

the parent fail-over scheme employs an end-to-end acknowl-1389

edgment scheme controlled by the DODAG root node.1390

The previous research proposals represent approaches to1391

address open security issues in RPL, particularly regarding the1392

definition of a threat model applicable to RPL and mechanisms1393

against internal attackers and threats. Such proposals may pro-1394

vide contributions to the adoption of other security mechanisms1395

at the RPL standard itself in the future. As extensive research1396

has been performed in the area of security for routing protocols1397

for sensor networks and ad hoc networks in the past, approaches1398

in such research proposals may also guide future approaches1399

regarding RPL security, as long as appropriately designed to1400

cope with the characteristics of 6LoWPAN devices and the1401

internal operations of RPL. Finally, security mechanisms for the1402

employment of asymmetric cryptography with RPL may also1403

be proposed, given that the current specification of the protocol1404

[11] does not define how node authentication and key retrieval1405

are performed using public-keys or digital certificates.1406

D. Research Challenges and Proposals for1407

Application-Layer Security1408

As previously discussed, DTLS is being considered to sup-1409

port security at the application-layer using CoAP. We may1410

observe that DTLS presents some limitations motivating other1411

approaches to security at the application-layer, as discussed1412

next. In this context, work is also ongoing in the CoRE working1413

group, in the context of which new approaches to security may1414

be proposed and evaluated.1415

Limitations of CoAP Security: The impact of DTLS on cur-1416

rent sensing platforms currently motivates research proposals1417

on alternative approaches to protect IoT communications at1418

the application layer using CoAP. One important aspect is that1419

it is important to evaluate the impact of DTLS on sensing1420

platforms with different characteristics because, if it is true1421

that AES/CCM is efficiently available at the hardware in IEEE1422

802.15.4 sensing platforms, the DTLS handshake (for authenti-1423

cation and key agreement) can pose a significant impact on the1424

resources of constrained devices, particularly considering the1425

adoption of ECC public-key cryptography to support authenti-1426

cation and key agreement.1427

We verify that there is currently much interest in investi-1428

gating optimizations for DTLS in IoT environments, and also1429

on conducting interoperability testing of DTLS implementa-1430

tions using 6LoWPAN and CoAP [71], [72]. The DTLS In1431

Constrained Environments (dice) working group of the IETF1432

was also formed in 2013 to develop work in this context.1433

Various features of the protocol have been identified as posing1434

challenges to the adoption of DTLS in constrained sensing1435

environments:1436

• The DTLS handshake [45] may be problematic to support,1437

as large messages cause fragmentation at the 6LoWPAN1438

adaptation layer and the cost of the computation of the 1439

Finished message at the end of the handshake is high 1440

[73], [74]. Fragmentation implies that retransmission and 1441

reordering of handshake messages at the DTLS com- 1442

municating entities may result in added complexity and 1443

reliability. 1444

• The support of ECC public-key cryptographic on 6LoW- 1445

PAN environments requires further investigation, as the 1446

viability of ECC cryptography on constrained sensing 1447

platforms is not currently consensual. 1448

• Devices in future IoT applications may require mecha- 1449

nisms supporting the online verification of the validity of 1450

X.509 certificates, particularly for the CoAP Certificates 1451

security mode. The design and adoption of mechanisms 1452

with this purpose requires further investigation. 1453

• The employment of DTLS is not well suited to the usage 1454

of CoAP proxies in forward or reverse modes. Although 1455

end-to-end communications are at the hearth of IPv6, 1456

the exposure of constrained IoT devices to the Internet 1457

may call for security mechanisms based on the usage of 1458

security gateways, which may also support the roles of 1459

border routers for 6LoWPAN and CoAP communications. 1460

• As discussed in [73], [74], other limitation is that DTLS 1461

is unable to support multicast communications, which 1462

will be required in many IoT environments. Secure CoAP 1463

multicast communications will also require appropriate 1464

group-keying mechanisms supporting the establishment of 1465

appropriate session keys among the various participating 1466

devices. 1467

The previous issues motivate research proposals promoting the 1468

effectiveness of DTLS to protect CoAP communications, and 1469

also alternative approaches to security for IoT application-layer 1470

communications, as we analyze next. 1471

Proposals for Key Management: As previously discussed, 1472

DTLS does not support group key management, and this poses 1473

a problem to the support of multicast communications using 1474

CoAP. Authors in [75] propose the adaptation of the DTLS 1475

record layer to enable multiple senders in a multicast group 1476

to securely send CoAP messages using a common group key, 1477

while providing confidentiality, integrity and replay protection 1478

to group messages. This proposal considers that the required 1479

group keying material is already available in the context of a 1480

given group security association, particularly the appropriate 1481

client and server read and write MAC keys, encryption keys 1482

and IV values. 1483

Proposals for the Modification of DTLS: Other features of 1484

the protocol may be inappropriate to IoT applications and 1485

devices, and as such a suitable DTLS profile may be identified 1486

and adopted. In [76] the authors discuss various issues that 1487

may impede the usage of DTLS in constrained sensing devices, 1488

for example, the inadequateness of the timers for message 1489

retransmission as defined in the protocol, which may require 1490

large buffers on the receiver to hold data for retransmission 1491

purposes, and the size of the code required to support DTLS 1492

in constrained sensing platforms. The same document also 1493

discusses the usage of stateless compression of the DTLS 1494

headers with the goal of reducing the overhead of DTLS 1495
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records and handshake messages. Authors in [77] follow this1496

approach, and propose the compression of the DTLS headers1497

using LOWPAN_IPHC 6LoWPAN header compression.1498

Other approach is to use CoAP to support costly DTLS1499

handshake operations, as in [78]. In this proposal the authors1500

define a RESTful DTLS handshake to deal with the problem1501

of message fragmentation at the 6LoWPAN adaptation layer.1502

The proposed mechanism enables the efficient transmission of1503

DTLS handshake messages in the payload of CoAP messages1504

using blockwise transfers when required for larger messages. In1505

this proposal a DTLS session is modeled as a CoAP resource1506

and a well-known URI path is used to identify a collection1507

resource that models the set of active security sessions.1508

Proposals Offloading Costly DTLS Operations: Other pro-1509

posals do exist based on the employment of gateways to1510

support security-related mechanisms in the context of DTLS1511

communications. As discussed in [73], [74], one issue to be1512

addressed for CoAP security is the inexistence of mechanisms1513

for mapping between TLS and DTLS. With this goal, authors1514

in [79] propose a mechanism for mapping between TLS and1515

DTLS at a security gateway, and the same gateway may also1516

support mapping between CoAP and HTTP.1517

Another approach is to offload costly operations required by1518

DTLS to more powerful devices, in particular using security1519

gateways, as we analyze next. A few proposals consider this1520

approach, focusing particularly on the delegation of operations1521

performed in the context of the DTLS handshake. In [80]1522

a mechanism is proposed also based on a proxy to support1523

sleeping devices, using a mirroring mechanism to serve data on1524

behalf of sleeping smart objects. In [81] the authors propose an1525

end-to-end architecture supporting mutual authentication with1526

DTLS, using specialized trusted-platform modules (TPM) sup-1527

porting RSA cryptography on sensing devices, rather than ECC1528

public-key cryptography as currently required for CoAP. This1529

proposal is also described and more thoroughly evaluated in1530

[82] using an experimental wireless sensor network. Authors in1531

[83] also employ a security gateway, in this case to transparently1532

intercept and mediate the DTLS handshake between the CoAP1533

client and server, allowing the offloading of ECC public-key1534

computations from constrained sensing devices to a security1535

gateway without resource constrains. In this proposal the gate-1536

way, after the initial handshake, is in possession of the keying1537

material it may use to decrypt communications between the two1538

CoAP parties, thus supporting additional security mechanisms1539

involving traffic analysis, for example intrusion detection and1540

detection of attacks at the CoAP application-layer.1541

Proposals for the Support of Public-Keys and Digital Cer-1542

tificates: The impact of the processing of certificates using1543

current sensing platforms is an aspect that also requires proper1544

evaluation studies in a near future. Authors in [84] discuss1545

possible design approaches to address the computational bur-1546

den of supporting certificates in constrained sensing platforms,1547

also by considering the usage of a security intermediary. The1548

proposed approaches are certificate pre-validation and session1549

resumption. Certificate pre-validation involves a security gate-1550

way supporting the validation of certificates in the context1551

of the handshake, before forwarding the handshake messages1552

to the destination sensing device. Session resumption allows1553

communication peers to maintain minimal session state after 1554

session teardown, which they may use to later resume secure 1555

communications without the need of performing again the 1556

DTLS handshake. For very constrained sensing devices, this 1557

proposal addresses the full delegation of the DTLS handshake 1558

to a proxy using a mechanism based on TLS session resumption 1559

without server-side state. 1560

Proposals for Object Security With CoAP: Recent research 1561

work is also considering the employment of alternative ap- 1562

proaches to secure CoAP communications, in particular the em- 1563

ployment of object security approaches rather than transport- 1564

layer security. This may be achieved by integrating security into 1565

to CoAP protocol itself using new security options. Authors 1566

in [85] propose the usage of new CoAP options to support 1567

security, in particular of three new options: one enabling the 1568

identification of how security is applied to a given CoAP 1569

message and of the entity responsible for the processing of 1570

security for the message, other enabling the transportation of 1571

data required to authenticate and authorize a CoAP client, and 1572

a third option enabling the transportation of security-related 1573

data required for the processing of cryptography for a CoAP 1574

message. This approach enables granular security on a per- 1575

message basis, and also supports the secure transversal of 1576

different domains and the usage of multiple authentication 1577

mechanisms. 1578

Research Challenges in CoAP Security: Despite the previ- 1579

ously analyzed research proposals, various issues remain to 1580

be addressed in the context of CoAP security. One important 1581

aspect to consider is the lack of appropriate key manage- 1582

ment mechanisms for the support of secure CoAP multicast 1583

communications. Group key management mechanisms may 1584

be designed either externally to CoAP, or on the other hand 1585

integrated with the DTLS handshake to support session key 1586

negotiation for a group of devices. Regarding the usage of 1587

DTLS header compression mechanisms [77], appropriate sup- 1588

port will also be required from existing implementations, or 1589

on the other end mechanisms for mapping between DTLS and 1590

compressed DTLS may be designed. Such mechanisms may 1591

be supported by security gateways interconnecting low-energy 1592

sensing devices with the Internet, which may also support 1593

mapping between TLS and DTLS for end-to-end secure CoAP 1594

communications. Security gateways may also offer the pos- 1595

sibility of supporting intrusion detection and attack tolerance 1596

mechanisms, and existing works on intrusion detection for 1597

sensor networks [86]–[88] may provide useful guidance in 1598

developing appropriate mechanisms for 6LoWPAN-based IoT 1599

communications. 1600

Future research work may also target the support of public- 1601

keys and certificates in the context of CoAP security. Online 1602

validation of certificates may be achieved by investigating the 1603

applicability of existent Internet approaches such as the On- 1604

line Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) [89] or OCSP stapling 1605

through the TLS Certificate Status Request extension defined 1606

in RFC 6066 [90], considering that such mechanisms could be 1607

adapted or simplified to support constrained 6LoWPAN envi- 1608

ronments. OCSP stapling enables the presenter of a certificate 1609

to bear the resource cost involved in serving OCSP validation 1610

requests, instead of the issuing Certification Authority (CA). 1611
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TABLE II
SECURITY MECHANISMS AND PROPOSALS FOR IOT COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES

Other important issue to consider is the computational impact1612

of ECC cryptography on existing sensing devices. In this1613

context, optimizations may be designed at the hardware of1614

sensing platforms to support ECC computations, similarly to1615

the support of AES/CCM in IEEE 802.15.4 platforms.1616

VIII. CONCLUSION1617

A glimpse of the IoT may be already visible in current1618

deployments where networks of sensing devices are being1619

interconnected with the Internet, and IP-based standard tech-1620

nologies will be fundamental in providing a common and well-1621

accepted ground for the development and deployment of new1622

IoT applications. Considering that security may be an enabling1623

factor of many of such applications, mechanisms to secure1624

communications using communication technologies for the IoT1625

will be fundamental. With such aspects in mind, in the survey1626

we perform an exhaustive analysis on the security protocols1627

and mechanisms available to protect communications on the1628

IoT. We also address existing research proposals and challenges1629

providing opportunities for future research work in the area.1630

In Table II we summarize the main characteristics of the1631

mechanisms and proposals analyzed throughout the survey,1632

together with its operational layer and the security properties1633

and functionalities supported. In conclusion, we believe this1634

survey may provide an important contribution to the research1635

community, by documenting the current status of this important1636

and very dynamic area of research, helping readers interested in1637

developing new solutions to address security in the context of1638

communication protocols for the IoT.1639
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